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By Amanda K. Baumle, D Lane Compton, Dudley L. Poston

State University of New York Press, United States, 2009. Hardback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Addressing the lack of understanding regarding the lives of same-sex
couples, this book examines the sociodemographic characteristics of partnered gay men and
lesbians. The authors draw on U.S. census data to present quantitative analyses of topics pertaining
to gay men and lesbians that have previously been relatively unexamined or assessed mainly
through qualitative studies. They explore where gay men and lesbians live, why they choose those
residences, income inequality, occupations, dimensions of family attachments, relationship
commitments, and family structures. The census data allows the authors to provide a more
detailed representation of many of the essential features in the lives of gay men and lesbians
compared to those of married and cohabiting heterosexuals. In certain cases, the data and
analyses reinforce current stereotypes, while in other cases they challenge preexisting beliefs.
Ultimately, this book provides a foundation for future research, policy, law, and understanding
regarding gay men and lesbians.
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Very helpful to any or all category of folks. It is writter in simple phrases rather than di icult to understand. Its been developed in an exceptionally simple
way and is particularly just after i finished reading this pdf in which basically transformed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ha nk Runte-- Ha nk Runte

Without doubt, this is actually the best operate by any article writer. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way in fact it is only soon a er i finished reading through this book through which in fact changed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Miss Elissa  K utch V-- Miss Elissa  K utch V
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